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Is your business prepared? 

Register by contacting 
economics@cciwa.com
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Australia’s Workforce is Changing
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Innovative start-ups were far and 
wide…
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…but are now increasingly common
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The Essential Eight – how can they add 
value?

• Artificial Intelligence: Hospitals 

can use a library of scanned 

images to quickly and accurately 

detect and diagnose cancer

• Augmented Reality: Wearable 

technology like digital contact 

lenses can enhance vision for 

those with partial or legal 

blindness

• Internet of Things:

technologically advanced 

gadgets allow elderly to live at 

home with minimal need for care 

e.g. adjust thermostat from 
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Technology is changing the nature of 
jobs

Automation will 

free up time for 

workers to focus 

on higher-value 

tasks. 
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How Does WA Compare?
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How Does WA Compare?
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Looking Forward

• Eliminates the least 

valuable and most 

dangerous parts of our 

work

• Allows us to focus on 

uniquely human tasks

• Working with people

• Thinking creatively

• Solving problems
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What Can We Expect for WA’s Economic 
Future?
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Business investment slowly 
stabilising

We anticipate 
that the 

turning point 
in business 
investment 
will occur in 

the next 
financial year. 
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WA’s population is growing slowly

More people are 

moving over 

east than 

moving into 

Western 

Australia. 
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Inflation is weak

We expect Perth 

inflation to rise in 

line with wages 

growth, with 1.3% 

this year and 

2.0% in 2018-19.
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But real wages are still increasing

We forecast slightly 

higher wages 

growth of 1.7% this 

financial year 

before increasing to 

2.4% growth next 

year.
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Household Consumption



20Source: WA Super – Chamber of Commerce and Industry WA Survey (2017)
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Job Prospects on a 2-Year High

74% of consumers reported 
improved or similar job 

prospects since last year.
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Personal Finances on a 2-Year 
High

67% of consumers 
reported improved or 

similar personal 
finances since last 

year.
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Growing Optimism in World Trade

• Businesses are 
increasingly positive 

about the global 
economy’s 
prospects. 
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Commodities

Oil prices have 
risen to a three-

year high of 
almost 

$70/barrel.
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What Can We Expect for WA’s Economic 
Future?

After a year of 
negative 

economic 
growth, we are 
forecasting a 

return back to the 
black in 2017-18.
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What Will Drive This Growth?

Household 
consumptio
n will have a 

larger 
positive 

contribution 
to growth.
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